Recurrent Processing of Contour Integration in the Human Visual Cortex as Revealed By fMRI-Guided TMS.
Contour integration is a critical step in visual perception because it groups discretely local elements into perceptually global contours. Previous investigations have suggested that striate and extrastriate visual areas are involved in this mid-level processing of visual perception. However, the temporal dynamics of these areas in the human brain during contour integration is less understood. The present study used functional magnetic resonance imaging-guided transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to briefly disrupt 1 of 2 visual areas (V1/V2 and V3B) and examined the causal contributions of these areas to contour detection. The results demonstrated that the earliest critical time window at which behavioral detection performance was impaired by TMS pluses differed between V1/V2 and V3B. The first critical window of V3B (90-110 ms after stimulus onset) was earlier than that of V1/V2 (120-140 ms after stimulus onset), thus indicating that feedback connection from higher to lower area was necessary for complete contour integration. These results suggested that the fine processing of contour-related information in V1/V2 follows the generation of a coarse template in the higher visual areas, such as V3B. Our findings provide direct causal evidence that a recurrent mechanism is necessary for the integration of contours from cluttered background in the human brain.